About Face

the act of turning to face in the opposite direction.: a complete change of attitude or opinion.About Face may refer to:
About-face, a drill command in which a unit or soldier makes a degree turn. Contents. [hide]. 1 Film; 2 Literature; 3
Music.about-face definition: 1. a complete change of direction, opinion, or way of acting2. About-face is also an order
given to soldiers to tell them to turn around and.in response to a military command. a sharp change in attitude or
opinion. verb intransitiveWord forms: a?bout-?faced or a?bout-?facing. 3. to turn or face in the opposite direction.The
act of pivoting to face in the opposite direction from the original, especially in a military formation. b. A military
command to turn clockwise . 2. A total change of attitude or viewpoint.A command of two words one prepatory(about)
and one of action (face) given to a soldier that is standing at the position of attention. The soldier executes the.Do an
about-face definition at gr8shops.com, a free online dictionary with pronunciation, synonyms and translation. Look it up
now!.About-face definition, a turn of from the position of attention. See more.14 Dec - 1 min - Uploaded by Fashionista
Dot Com "About Face" Trailer. Fashionista Dot Com. Loading Unsubscribe from Fashionista Dot Com.The soldier did
an about-face and marched off. A reversal in direction; reversal of attitude or opinion. When Luke heard the news, he
did an abrupt about-face on.Synonyms for about-face at gr8shops.com with free online thesaurus, antonyms, and
definitions. Find descriptive alternatives for about-face.Who We Are What We Do How To Help Facial Differences
Programs Events Contact Us Donate Get to Know Us!.AboutFace's mission is to promote and enhance positive
mental and emotional well-being of individuals with facial differences and their families through social.What's the
meaning and origin of the phrase 'About face'?.We specialise in facials offering Auckland's most comprehensive range,
along with Skin-Changing Courses, Massage/Spa treatments and your Grooming.Established in , FACE represents the
interests of Europe's 7 million hunters as an international non-profit-making non-governmental organisation (INGO).
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